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1. Background to the project

1.1 Location and briefdescription ofproject area
The Wadi Mawr project is located in the Tihama coastal
plain of the Yemen Arab Republic, some 100 km to the
northofthemainportofHodeidah. The wadi hasbeenused
as a source of irrigation water for centuries, using a networlc ofindividual offtakes from the wadi, each controlled
by some rudimentary form of diversion works. The total
area commanded by the existing system is of the order of
15 000 ha.
, The wadi catchment area is primarily a rugged moun- .
tairtous region composed of weathered and fractured rock
with relatively steep slopes; only about 17 percent of the
area is terraCed or cultivated. The surface runoff comes
from high intensity. Shon. duration thermal storms and
givesrisetohighlyvariablespateflowsinthewadi. AJarge
amountofsedimentaccompaniesthesurfacerunoff,andis
deposited in the wadi and its,fIoodpJain, in the irrigation
canals and on cbe fields.
The project area is in a gently sloping plain of deltaic
materials laid down by the wadis which flow from the
mountains. The soils, derived from the sands and silts
deposited by Wadi Mawr,have generally good texture and
water-holding characteristics and thus favourable sustained
irrjgation. The depth to wa~rtable ranges from about 5 m
in the west to 30 m in the east. The relief is generally
featureless except for a few isolated rocky hills in the east
and some sand dunes in the west. Natural vegetativecover
is sparse Or non-existent.
The wadi bed in cbe upstream reaches consists mainly
of layers of sand and gravel, with some smface armour of
shhlg1e and cobbles. The wadi floods mecontained within
a floodway 200 In to 300 m wide, boun:ed by low cliffs of
weakly cemented sands and gravels, with occasional outcrops of weathered rocks. The main channel is generally
poorly defined and unstable with low flows following a
typical riffle and pool form.
reaching the coastal plain
thereisachangeto a sand bed withafloodplain. The banks
are less resistant to emsion and the floodway widens considerably toovei' 1 kntiP places, partly covered with reeds
and scrub growth. The wadi regime is affected by the
activities of the local cultivators wooconstructlemporary
sand banks and groynes to deflect flows fmm the wadi into
theircanals. Average wadi bed slopes range from about4.4
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m/km in the upstream reaches to 2.9 mJkm in the lower
reaches.

1.2 Traditional irrigation practice
The overriding principle for traditional water distribution
is the right under Islamic Law of the upstream user to
abstract water before passing flows on to the next downstream user. Administration of the distribution is undertaken by Water Masters. One is assigned to each canal to
determine allocations to individual areas, organise maintenance and repairs to canal systems and to arbitrate in
dispules. Wadi Mawr is a pereMial river but baseflow is
very low for most of the year. During the months of
December, January and February daily mean discharge is
normally only 2-3 m3/s. During the winterrnonths, therefore,only alimited number of upstream canalsarecapabJe
of abstracting the wadi baseflow.
Early saudies identified those canals which traditionally received low flow, and thedistribution of fIowswithin
the perennial area was investigated. No set pattern of distribution appears to predominate, but lower canals are
generally dependent on the availability of residual flow
downstreamoftheuppercanals. However,sincethelarger
spatesfrequentlydestroythe temporary diversion works of
the upper canals, the lower canals benefit from enhanced
flows on the falling spate flows.
For those canals which receive winterfIows only a proportion of their total potential irrigable area is actually
given over to perennialcmpping. For the uppermost canal
this is generally of the order of40 percent For other lower
canals this reduces to about 20 percent. Cropping intensities are thus generally low.
The actual area under irrrigation in a particular season
varies withthe location ofthe canal offtakes, the frequency
of the floods in the wadi, the performance of the temporary
diversion works and those of the upstream diversion works
and the standard of maintenance in the canals. This is
particularly so forthosecanals offtaking in the less reliable
zones in the wadi.
Generally those canals in the middle wadi area feed a
proportion of their total irrigable area with varying supplies throughout the early and late rainy periods. This
normally allows the production of tWO cmps each year,
although sucbdoublecropping is highly variable. Funher
downstream singlecropping~inates.althoughsome
Spate Irrigation

areas may be planted for a second crop in anticipation of
some further yield. The canals furthest downstream may
receive only a single watering; some none at all in dry
years. The efficiency of agricultur~ in these areas is thus
low.
The principle crop grown is sorghum. Some cotton,
millet and sesame are also grown.

1.3 Wadi hydrology
The wadi catchment area is about 7900 km 2 and is located
in the mountainous terrain to the east, rising to 3 000 m
above the coastal plain. Annual rainfall over the catchment is highly variable, but generally lies within the range
900 mm in the south-westt0200 mm in thenorth-east, and
results predominantly from high intensity thermal storms.
Of principal interest in the design of the irrigation system were records of wadi flows. The Shatel Erge gauging
station,locatedsome 7 km upstream of the proposed diversion site was established in 1975 during the feasibility
study and together with the results of field hydrology
studies in 1982 provided the basic data required for hydrological analysis. Estimated return periods for floods in
Wadi Mawr were derived from the data available and a
value of 3 100 m3/s was assigned to the 100 year design
flood for the principal diversion structure. Provision was
made in the design for catastrophic floods in excess of the
estimated design flood. The total mean annual runoff was
estimatedatabout216million m3 , of which approximately
88 percent occurs as a result of discharges less than 40 m'l
s,theadoptedheadworkscapacity. The mean monthlydischarges are given in Figure 1. Monthly discharge-duration
analyses carried out using the available records indicated
the predominance of low flows. Table 1 illustrates this.
The bydrograph at the gauging station reflects the directsurfacerunoffand interflow from the catchment areas.
Withinashort time period aftera storm the stage rises very
quickly and then recedes rapidly. The recession then drops
Figure.1 Meanmonthlywadiflows
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TablelProportionortimeagivendisehargeise~ualled

or exceeded

Discharge
(m'/s)

5
10
20
40

Proportion or time

0.44
0.14

0.06
0.03

at a lower rate as the slower moving interflow reaches the
wadi. The discharge continually declines until another
storm event occurs over the catchment, which, during the
rainy seasons is nearly every day. Typical wadi flood
hydrographs are shown in figure 2.

1.4 History of the scheme and outline of the irrigation

works
In 1973, following a survey of groundwater resources in
Wadi Mawr, a full feasibility study of the potential for
surface water and groundwatei'development was carried
out This indicated that major engineering works on the
wadi to divertand distribute flow ,1imitedgroundwaterdevelopmentand the provision ofinfrastructural works were
feasiblefromalltecbnicalaodeconomicalconsiderations.
Detailed field survey works and design work started in
1982, with construction work on the illitia1 contracts commencing in 1983.
The major portion of the adopted project is the consIruction of a cross wadi diversion weir, headworks and irrigation canal system. The design of the weir and headworks
was primarily dominated by two factors:
Cl the sudden rise in spate flows; and
Cl the large concentration of sediment carried.
To prevent sediment entering the canal system,twin
settling basins have been provided. While one basin is in
operation (' settling mode '), the sedimentin the other basin
can be flushed back into the wadi ('flushing mode').
The principal components sI)own on figure 3.are thus:
(i) a scour sluice-to scour sediment from the intake
forebayand to maintain a clear leading channel in the
wadi adjacent to the intake;
(ii) twin canal head regulatorr-w control the flow into
the intake feeder canals;
(iii) twin vortex tubes-to remove the very coarse sediment moving along the bed of the feeder canals and
so prevent it from entering the settling basins where
it would be difficult to flush out;
(iv) two settling basins-to capIUre sediment during oonnaI
system operation;
(v) two flushing sluices-to eject sediment deposited in
the settling basins and pass it back to the wadi; and
(vi) a by-pass sluice-to pass low base flows from one
settling basin in which water level is controlled to
reduce seepage losses.
During normal operation canal supplies pass over a
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labyrinth weir inu>a common pool, the peak discharge
frOm which is regulated towith~n a maximum variation of
10 percent by Neyrt.ec baffles. Any excess water ~
baek to the wadi vu. an overflow weir.
Diverted flows are deJivered to the 39 existing primary
canalsservedbytho·scbemebyofftakesfromacombined
headreach canal aad two supply canals;OQC on eacb side of
the wadi. The north supply cimal serves 17 primary canals
over its 19 km length and commands 5 100 ha. The south
supplycanal;.aftercrossingthe wadi iDa siphon underpass,
serves 21 primary canals over its 25 km length and commands 10 800 ha.
2. Sebeme desip COII(:epts
2.1 Introduction
In the early stages of design. consk
ion was given to
providjng several diversion structurt.. . the wadi. each
servinggroups.ofcanals. Anumberofoptionswereinves-

,./.,.2

nJ~u

'1Nl fl>t~,

Mawr
hydrosraphs

tjgated in detail and costed. As a result. a single structure
serving the whole irrigable area was found to beeconomi·
cally preferable, as well as offering technical advantages.
A single offtake on one bank would simplify the exclusion
of sediment and trash. incr~ the effectiveness of the
scoursluicesand would avoid thedifficuttyofmaintaimng
flow on both bankS to serve separate offtakes. The diversion weir is located so that all existing primary canals
served by the upper reaches of the wadi would derive
benefitfromibe scheme, although site.seleetion was based
mainly on wadiinorphology and local topography.
The main aims of the new irripdon system are: .
(i) to maximise the volume of water which can be ec0nomically abstracted from the wadi each year: and
(ii) to distribute the water abstracted from the wadi as
efficiently and equitably as possible taking account
of existing lOCal practices.
It was found that increasing thecanal headworksabove
40 m'ls had progressively less effect on the diversion

Figure 3 General layout oflrl!tldworks
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ment concentration in the canal would increasewith
increasing wadi discharge. However, limitations on
the operation of the scour sluices, namely their closure dnring canal operation. willprevcRt the ingress
of large amounts of sediment.

efficiency; at SO m'ls, a 25 percent increase in abstraction
capacity, the diversion efficiency increases only 2 peteent
from 88 percent to 90 percent. An analysis ofcosts showed
a similar pattern. Thus the canal headworks capaCity was
set at 40 m'/s. slightly in excess of that required to provide
an average duty of 2 Vs per hectare over the estimated net
irrigable area of 18 800 ha.

A point of interest was the variation of sediment intake
on the flood recession, where the concentration of sedi2.2 Model studies
ment entering the canal decreased until it reached a mini·
Because of the anticipated operational problems. a special mum and then started to increase again.
mobile bed hydraulic model was commissioned at HyModel studies were thus effective in providing soludrilulics Research Ltd., in the UK. Themodel,builtto 1:50 tions by design and by the adoption of certain operating
scale, bad the facility for spate flow simulation and sedi- procedures to satisfy the somewhat confli,cting objectives
ment input. Figure 4 gives a plan of the model and shows of low flow channel stabilisation and minimum sediment
entry to the canal system.
the approach conditions.
The size of the mobile bed model sediment was based
on theoretical calculations and the experience gained from 2.3 Sediment removal
previouswadimodelsonWadiZab~j. Anaturalsandwith
Early designs for sediment removal works featured vortex
0 35 of 0.13 mm was chosen, being based on the D,,S sedi- tube sand extractors, combined with settling tanks and
ment fraction of the coarser samples of the bed material vacuum operated pumps for the ejection of sediment.
However. largely asaresult of very highsedimentconcenobserved in the wadi low flow channels.
. Based on the hydrological analysis of data from the trationsmeasured at Wadi Zabid, the methods of sediment
Shat el Erge gauging station, a standard unit hydrograpb removal were revised to incorporate twin settling basins
shape was derived for the simulation of spate flows. The coupled with vortex1ube extractors.
sediment supply rate was determined from the results of
The characteristics of the spate floods, namely the
field data and computations based on the Ackers White unpredictable frequency and magnitude of events. led to
sediJDent transport equations.
some variation to the normal settling basin design:
F()llowing acceptable proving tests, main tests were Cl the increase in througb velocities andbedshear in the
carried out to assess: .
basins during the settling mode. toreducetheamount
Cl the influence of upstream flow conditions and the
of sediment that will be deposited in the settJing
stability of the low flow channel;
basin. This has the advantage of extending the time
Cl sediment exclusion performance; and
required for the basins to flIl up and cOJtsequently
Cl flow patterns and the stability of flow downstream.
also reduces the time to flush out the sediments;
Cl the incorporation of limitations on operation. to reThe main points of interest ofoperational signifteanCe
strict sediment entry at high concentrations; and
resulting from the model studies are described briefly Cl the provision for mechanical clearance in case of an
below:
emergency.
(i) the approach flows to the c.mal headworks 'Were
The performance of the settling basins, both in the
stable and satisfactory; and
(ii) the sediment exclusion tests indicated that the sedi- settling and flushing modes, relies on theoretical sediment
Figure4 Piano/model
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calculations. The estimated sediment concentrations in which has a Dso size in the range 0.10 toO. 125 mm. A value
the wadi are based on sediMent sampling carried out by of 0.15 mm has thus been assumed for median floods.
Hydraulics Research Ltd. on Wadi Zabid and adjusted to
On the basis of the above assumptions it was found that
take account of the differences between Wadi Zabid and the typical sediment load of 10920 m' deposited during a
Wadi Mawrcatchments with respect to rainfall concentra- 300 m'ls flood will be removed by flushing during a simi~
larevent (in approximately 4' hours) thus confll1l1ing the
tions and catchment characteristics.
design criteria.
2.3.1 Settling mode. The design discharge for the settling
mode is 40 m'/s. The theoretical maximum spate flood at 2.4 Water distribution
which the sediment concentrations carried exceeds the Two supply canals serve the irrigated area. one on each
carrying capacity of the canals, is about 300 m'ls for a bank of the wadi. Each supply canal has offtakes to divert
riSing flood. The limiting wadi discharge for the settling flow into the existing primary canal system which was
mode on a fallingfJood has been set arbitrarily at400m'/s. traditionally served directly from the wadi. Experience
The·reason for this isb! sediment concentrations on a has shown that provision of a secondary distribution sysfalling flood are known to be correspondingly less than tem is best left as a fonow-on operation once the primary
thosedwingrising floods. A typical spate flood with a 300 system has 'settled·in'.
The need to ensure equitable distribution of such unrn'/s peak flow would haIf fill one basin in 12 hours. At a
constatlt 40 mats an empty basin would fill to the same predictable flows within a relatively high sediment load
dictates the design features of the supply canal system.
extent in about 31 hours.
Each canal serves an upper area· which traditionally re2.3.2 Flushing mode To maximize the rate of scowing of ceived perennial supplies and a lower area supplied only
the basihs and to increase the spate capacity at which the by spate flows. Toensure flexibility in the distribution of
basins can be flushed. a peat flushing capacity of80 m'ls low flows to the perennial areas each headregu1ator was
has been adopted. However, the potential for flushing provid;ed with low level gates of capacity equal to the
depends on several additional factors. namely the Man- estimated requirements of the area served. All flows in
ning coefficient, the slope of the bed and the sediment excessofthtcombinedrequirementsofthenorth and south
concenU'8f.ion:entering the basin. Each ofthese factors has perennial areas over fixed weirs whose crest lengths are
been investiptcd in some detail and expected values de- proportional to the respective areas served. Thus the divitermined for an analysis of typical flushing rates.
sion structure allows proportional spUtting of low flows to
The Manning coetTlCient is expected to be low under the north and soulh canals, rotation of low flows between
SCGUringeonditions.panicularly'Since the sediment load is canals and the automatic division of spate flows.
The average natural grouftd siopeparallel to the wadi is
high.) Ann vaIueofO.015 has thus been assumed. The bed
slope is expected to lie within the range 4 to 8 m/km. approximately 3 mIkm. much greater than the maximum
although sufflCienthcadis available for initial slopes of 12 permissible canal slope. The longitudinal slopes of the
m/kmto develop. The D50size of the deposited sediment supply canals have therefore been set at the maximum
isasst;JllJedtobeooarserlhanthatoftheincomingsediment pennissiblesiope. Headlossisaccomplisbedateacheross
Figwe 5
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regulator, located to provide control for the major canal
offtakes. Residual head is lost by the inclusion of straight
drop fall structures.
Each offtake has been fixed to discharge 2 Vs per
hectare of area commanded. Typical sizes range from 0.5
m)/s to 2.5 m3/s. In all other respects the design is similar,
regard less oflocation along the canal. Each incorporatesa
tilting gate, which is set so that when the gate is fully open
the design discharge can be passed witb the supply canal
water level at cross regulator crest level, facilitating the
distribution oflow flows.
Water levels vary considerably in the supply canals,
therefore some control is necessary. Twin orifICeS, downstream of the gate, effectively throttle the flows which
would otherwise result. Thus the offtake allows design
discharge to be passed over the full range of supply canal
flows. In addition excess flows are able to pass over the top
of the raised offtake gate, thus providing an automatiic
escape facility. Immediately ahead ofeach offtakeascour
sluice has been provided to assist clearance of the intake
channel and each component of the offtake has been designed to facilitate the passage of trash.
3. Principles of head works operation

quirements. Vortex tube operation accompanies both settling and flushing operations at discharges in excess of 40
m3/s. Scouring is only recommended on a falling flood
stageoutsidC me operational limits ofthesettling basins. A
schematic representation of the operation of the headworks during a rising flood is shown in figure 5.
3.2 Settling mode
The head regulators are used to control the flow ofwater to
the basins in the settling mode. Asdescribed in Section 2at
wadi flows greaJ.er than 300 m3/son a rising flood. or 400

m3jsonafaUingflood,watersbouldnotbereleasedintothe
system as excessive quantities of sediment are expected to pass through the settling basins. These limiting
values should, however, be reviewed in the light of operational experience.
Only one settling basin is operated in the settling mode
at anyone time. The appropriate head regulator gates are
adjusted to pass the design flow of 40 m3/s plus 2 m3/s for
the operation of the vortex tubes, or the full wadi flow ifless
than this. During the settling mode the vortex tubes are
operated only for flows in excess of 40 m3/s, since at low
flows it is unlikely that very coarse sediment will enter the
headworks and conservation of irrigation water is impor-

CaBal

tant.

3.1 Introduction

There are three main modes ofoperation of the headworks,
namely:
a settling;
a flushing; and
a scouring.
For normal operation, low flows will be passed via the
north head regulator, along the north settling basin and into
the canal system. Very low flows are routed through a
bypass gate which allows the settling basin water level to
be retained at a lower level thus reducing seepage losses.
Flushing isrccommcnded at every c.pportunity, within the
limitations described below. on ri;;ing and falling flood
stages when the diverted discharge exceeds the canal re·

For flows up to about 5 mlts the bypass gate would be
adjusted to regulate the water level in the north settling
basin to minimize seepage losses.
3.3 Flushing mode

Flushing is recommended at every suitable opportunity
since it is expected that favourable conditions for this
operation will be limited.
The basin not being used forseltling is considered to be
in the flushing mode and its sluice gate is left open. The
normal limits of operation have been set at a'wadi flow of
between 50 m'/s and 450 m3/s. The upper limit corresponds to the estimated wadi stage at which drowning of
the outflow will occurbut in praetice the upper iim it will be
determined by experience. In tile interests of waterconser-

TabJe2 Gate operating times
Gate location and
number or gates

Distance
opened or

closed

Time taken to operate all gates
at each location
(minutes)

(m)

By electric
power
Scour sluices 3 gates
Head regulator 4 gates
Vortex tubes 3 penstocks
Flushing sluices 3 gates
Bypass sluice 1 gate

4.8
1.5

0.6
3.0
1.5

8
3
4

6
3

By hand
(2 men)
96
15
12
30
8

Notes: (1) All gates can be operated simultaneously by electric power.
(2) Times given by hand are for 2 men operating the gates.

----
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valiOO. flows up to the canal'requirements should not be
used forflusbing purposes, particularly since the potential
for scouring allow flows is limited and flushing times
wouldbelong. Thereforelayoutoftheflushingsluicesand
the size of the tunnel barrels are such that earthmoving
plant can drive into the basins.
To maximise the rate ofscouring of sediment from one
basin, whilst the other is in the settling mode; a wadi
discharge of tU,m'/s is required. Lower wadi flows
decrease the scouring flowsavailable. However. flushing
operations should be carried out at all wadi stages within
the operational limits of the basins to maximise the effi·
ciency of the sediment collection and removal facildies
and reduce accretion of sediment in the wadi downstream
of tbe flushing sluice outfalls.

3.4 Scoaring mode
The purpose ofthescourlng mode is toeject sediment from
the intake forebayandto maintainaclear lead in channel in
the wadi adjacent to the intake.
The gates would usually remain closed during a rising
flood to prevent me coarser sediment entering the intake
forcbay. Thenormallimitsofoperalionofthoscoursiuice
are between 700m 3/s and 450 m'/son a falling flood. The
700m3/supperlimitwaschosenbecauseitcorresJX)ndsto
an upstream flood leveJ at which the scour sluice gates can
be fully opened without causing the hydraulic jump to
sweep out from the downstream cistern. The 450 mS/s
lower limit is the flow at which the settling basin flushing
would commenceoo a falling flood. Thescoursluicegates
have not beeudesigned to open at flows in excess of 700
m]/s. However, flood flows can pa8S'Over theclosedga&es
and will discharge floating debristbat may otherwise collect in the intake forebay.
Constant observation and water level monitoring both
upslreanH,Rd downstream of the scour sluices is essential
during operation since at all times the stability of the
hydraulic jump is essential. I;or this r:eason remote control
of lhc scour sluice gatOs has not been provided. Limiting
gauge levels for scour operation with the gates fully open
have been calculated to assist operation.
3.5 Electric operation
An important feature of the control equipment design istbe
incorporation ofelectric drive; This is an essential requirement for most major operations. particularly scouring.
because of the time taken to operate the gates manually
compared with the very rapid rise and fall of wadi spates.
Table 2 below gives comparative manually and electricallyoperated times for the major cont':'Ol equipment.
Consideration of typical wadi hyd.:ographs indicates
thatbetween40to60minutesavailabJe for the main scouring operation (for wadi flows falling from 700 m'/s to 450
m3/s. It is also quite possible for the wadi flow to increase
from practically nothing to more than 450 m'/s in 90 minutes. During this time one set of head regulator gates
should be opened, regulated and then closed. the other sel
regulated and then closed. one set of flushing sluice gates
opened and two sets of vortex tube penstocks opened and
dosed. Water level sensors have been incdl'pOrated at
148

critical locations to provide data fot remt>tecontrol. As a
back-up all of the gates can be operated manually in the
event of a JX)~r failure.

3.6 SedimePllsampling
The preliminary assessment of the operation of the headworb is based on the estimated sediment concentration in
Wadi Mawrartdtheestimated sedimentconcentration that
can be transported bytbe project canals. This is described
in Section 2. However. because of the inexact knowledge
of the sediiment behaviour. the predicted conditions may
vary considerably from what may occur in practice. It is
important therefore that, particularly in tbeearly stagesof
operation. as much 1nformation as possible on sediment
and headworks performance should be collected and ana,lysed in order 10 confirm the operation procedures.
Sediment samples should be takeain the turbulent
areas downstream of the major control structures using
specially adapted bottles. The frequency 8ftd: timing of
sampling will bedeterminedfrom practicalexperiencebut
in the early stages of operation. samples should be taken
during floods at as frequent intervals as practical. Rapid
sampling will be required at certain locations during critical flood stages.
Itisrecommendedthatanalysisiscaniedoutbylmhoff
cone and the concentration of particles greater than 0,P63
mmins~plottedagainsttimetogiveaninstantindication

of at what stage it will be necessary to change the mode of
operation. Samples taken routinely can be analysed by
normal labOratory methods. 10 determine the sediment
particle size distribution and the results used for comparison with those ofother floods toassess uniformityor trends
in wadi sediment behaviour.

4. Development of canal system operating strategy

4.1 Introduction
The major consideration in the development of the operating strategy for the new system was the established system
of water distribution; the aim being 10 guarantee'more
assured supplies 10 the project area thus enabling greater
control over its distribution. However,sinceno storage has
been introduced in the system. the supplies will be no more
predictable than in the past. Thus. to achieve a Illajor aim
of the project, the equitable distribution of flows. a comprehensive water allocation plan was developed to define

TabId Duration ofnowsexceeding lOm'/sin average
year
Winter period
Early rains
Late rains
Month Duration Month Duration Month Duration
(days)
(days)
(days)
Nov

Dee
Jan
Feb

1.7
0.4
0.7
0.8

Mar
Apr
May
Jun

6.4
4.8
5.8
1.7

Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct

7.0

12.2
7.8
1.8

Spale Irrigation

operational parameters for the new system.
The water allocation plan aims to provide an Qperating
system which incorporates relatively simplified procedures while maintaining an efficient useof available flows.
However because of the inherent flexibility of the system,
variations can be easily incorporated. A comprehensive
flow measurement system has been provided to allow
continuous monitoring of the distribution of flows. for a
comparison of actual performance against that predicted.

reasonable chance of obllPning its target allocation, regardless of location along the supply canal.
From an analysis of the hydrological data and an estimation of likely canal seepage and other losses, preliminary volumetric aUocations were determined for each offtake
to match the estimated average annual diverted flow. These
were based on the irrigation requirements of the generalised cropping patterns assumed for each area, and were
used for initial computer simulation 'studies.

4.2 Water allocation principles
Oil the basis of the existing irrigation calendar and on
monthly flow patterns, the year has been split into three
seasons as shown below:

4.3 Computer simulation studies
To test the effectiveness and reliability of the allocation
principles previously described, computer simulation studies were carried out on historic flow data. A continuous
flow record is best to make best use ofa computer program
to investigate water allocation. However, the record from
Shatel Erge gauging station has much missing data. Mean
daily flows were filled in by a stochastic modelling technique using the three parameter log normal distribution
fitted on a monthly basis aJ)d showed excellent correspondence. Additionally. in order to develop a consistent data
setonlydaily flow data. which is available forall periods of
record, were distributed into a representati ve daily hydrograph. One season was chosen to calibrate a daily hydrograph model, and a relationship between maximum daily
flow and mean daily flow determined for the normal range
of discharge encountered. For input into the computer
program a variable time step was introduced according to
the mean daily flow value. The time step duration adopted
varied from 12 hours with mean daily flows ofless than 5
m'/s to 1 hour with mean daily flows iD excess of 30 m'/s.
The program was wriuen specifically for the scheme
and distributed diverted wadi discharges between the various offtakes taking due account of seepage losseS. A
specific area of investigation was the operation of the
division structure, which controls the flow into the two
feeder canals. At the commencement of each irrigation
cycle all offtake gates are assumed to be open to receive
design discharge. At each time interval the instantaneous
discharge passing into the system is distributed to open
offtakes, uppermost offtakes receiving supplies before
lower offtakes. Once the target allocation for the cycle has
been received. the offtake gate is assumed to be clOsed. At
the end of each cycle the actual volume of water received
by each offtake is calculated and compared with the target
allocation. Seasonal volumes are output for a determination of reliability.
To assess the individual effects of changes to the variables an initial series of runs was carried out to develop a
basis for the comparison of options. One area of special
study was the ability of the system, under various conditions, to effectively escape residual flows without threatening the integrity of the canal embankments. Over the ten
years of analysis, average areas receiving target depths
were computed on thebasisoftherecommended operating
strategy. It was found that on average 81 percent of the
estimated annual diverted flow of 185 million m' is utilised
by the scheme canals, the remaining 19 percent being lost
through seepage (16 percent) and escape over the tail
regulators (some of which is utilised by the tail canals).

Winter period
Early rains period
Late rains period

November to February
March to June
July to October

Low baseflows predominate during the winter period.
In accordance with existing practice, and to minimize
canal seepage losses, this is allocated only to the upstream
section of the project area, to those canals which traditionaUy receive winter baseflows (the 'perennial' canals). WSIJ!r
will only be passed further down tte supply canals when
diverted flow is surplus to the requirements of the upper
canals.
During the early and late rains, when baseflows are enhanced and spate flows are frequent, the diverted flows
will be allocated both 10 the upper canals and to those
canals which traditionally receive spate flows only.
The continuous irrigation requirement at the primary
canalofftakeisO.8l/sperhectare. This figure was based on
generalised cropping patterns and efficiencies and represents a target annual depth of 2.5 m for areas of all-yearround cropping. Proportional seasonal target depths of
irrigation are applicable for areas of double and single
cropping. These generalised field irrigation requirements
have been adopted for the formulation of the waterallocation plan. Further refinements of these estimates can be
made to suit actual cropping patterns and intensities as
operational experience is gained.
Hydrological analysis of the available data indicated
that the maximum diverted flow (f 40 m'ls is likely to
occur approximately 20 to 30 times in a year. Typical
spates of this magnitude last for less than 6 hours buton rare
occasions they continue for 24 to 36 hours. Under these
conditions every offtake would be capable of discharging
design flows. However flows significantly less than the
maximum diversion capacity predominate.
Table 3 below summarizes the average duration each
month of flows which exceed 10 m'/s, the total requirement of the perennial canals.
It can be seen that during Lhe winter period there is very
little water available for distribution to lower canals. but in
the early and late rainy periods residual flow is available
some of the time. Over the year as a whole this flow is
exceeded 14 percent of the time. A system of allocation
between the individual offtakes is therefore necessary to
distribute available flows, such that each offtake has a
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This results in potential cropping intensities of between
130 percent for upper canal commands to around 80 percent for lower canal commands. A scbematicrepresenta-

tion of the distribution of flows is shown in Figure 6.

4.4 Principles %peration
As-a result of the comprehensive simulation studies, an
operatingstrategywasdevelopedwhichincorporatedrelatively simplified procedureswhUst maintaining an efficient use of available flows. The simulation results demonstrate that all scheme offtakes, when operated within a
defined range of parameters, will receive. in an average
year,apropomonateshareofavaiJablewaterinre1ationto
theirsizeandposition within the system. In addition, ithas
been demonstrated that in drier than average years all
scheme offtakes would receive a fair allocation of available water.
Theoperatingstrategycomprisesth~openingandclos

ing,ofthe offtake gates onacalendarbatis with volumetric
controlbeingexercisedoverc1osure. Thus, in a weuerthan
average seascm,early gateclosure is effectedas soon as the
target volume has been received to maintain an equitable
distribution of flows. 'In drier than average seasons the
flow to lower offtakes is preserved by upper offtake gate
closure on the assigned date. before the target volume has
been received. Eacb offtake has been assigned a window
of openmc which, for uniformity, remains the same for
eachirrigationcyctewithinaparticularseason. The length
of the irrigaticmcycle for each primary area wasoptimised
during computer studies and resulted in the adQpdon ofa
cyclefrequeneyoftwicemontftlyforupperperennialareas
and monthly for lower spate areas. This gives frequent
allocations to all offtakes thus providing flexibility to
varying agricultural requirements. Atthecommencement

Figure 6 Schematic representation of distribution of
available flow

of each cycle alloft'take gates are set fully open toMeive
supplies. Each offtake is then closed when either:
(i) its target allocation has been received; or
(ii) the indiCated closure date is arrived at.
This results in a progressive closure of gates from the
upstream end of the system. Excess flows are automatically spilled over the top of the upstream closed gates
which have been set at an escape position. This isparticularlyimportaatatthe endofeachJrrigation cycle when the
majority ofofftake gatesareclosed. Thusmaximum use is
made of available flows and tail losses are kept to a minimum.
The distribution oflow flows during the winter period
to the canals on either side of the wadi is governed by a
priority system which changes with each irrigation cycle.
Thus low flows are either diverted to the north or south
bank ofthe wadi depending on priority. Flows in excess of
therequirementsoftheperennial areasofthe priority canal
are diverted to the other canal.

4.5 Performance monitoring
Thecomputerstudies have shown that the above operating
system ensures suff'lCient regular supplies 10 each scheme
offtake in an average year to suit the overall agricultural
requirements assumed. However. theimportanceofregulardatacollectionforanalysiscannotbeover-emphasised,
not only for the efficient day-to-day operanon of the scheme,
but also for an assessment of overall performance. in
comparison with that predicted. It is anticipated that refinement of the operating strategy will be carried out during an initialperiodofreviewasoperatorsberome familiar
with the operatiOn of the water control equipment and the
response of the system to variations in the operating parameters.
Comprehensive discharge measuring facilities have
been incorporated into the scheme 10 allow system monitoring. These comprise gauge boards for use in conjunction withwaterconllol structures, autograpbic water level
recorders at selected locations to provide continuous supply canal discharge data. and flow meters at every canal
offtake.
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